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f esti va ls

Berlin International film festival 2015, Cinema South FF, Israel (opening
film), Jerusalem IFF.
l o g li n e

When Shlomi Ben Zaken, a single father to 11 year old Ruchi,
recognizes his inability to function as a parent, his challenge becomes
letting her go in order to save her from the same fate as his.
sy nop si s

Shlomi Ben Zaken a 34 year old single father has been raising his
daughter, 11 year old Ruchi since she was born. Shlomi recognizes his
inability to function as a parent and the need to provide her with an
opportunity for a better life. Will he succeed in letting his daughter go
and giving her the merciful life he never had?
f u l l sy nop si s

Shlomi Ben Zaken, a 34 year old single father, has been raising his
daughter, 11 year old Ruchi, all her life in his mother’s apartment in
Ashkelon. The Ben Zaken family lives in the projects, in the outskirts
of the city, populated by generations of immigrants in a mute Codependency fighting to make ends meet. Shlomi lives in a constant
struggle of survival, trying to raise Ruchi the best he can, yet he
recognizes his inability to function as a parent and to provide her the
opportunity for a better life. Will he succeed in letting his daughter go
and giving her the merciful life he never had?
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di r e ct o rs stat em e nt

The Ben Zaken family interests and moves me because they have
a unique survival mode and specific life cods which belongs to an
invisible world in the outskirts of the Israeli society and culture.
Supposedly weak, or as people tend to say, weakened, but when it
comes to the Ben Zaken family, these definitions are invalid. This
family does not measure itself against anything or anyone else.
The camera functions as a witness, my intent was to keep the
characters from conducting themselves in front of it; I wanted to give
them the freedom to move, though in terms of narrative, they are
never really free.
Life according to the Ben Zaken family is a cruel and harsh journey
in which there are neither short cuts nor solace. The only comfort
comes from the knowledge of the shared fate they all have. In that
sense, Shlomi rebels against his natural instincts to preserve the
order of things as they always were by trying to break the cycle for his
daughter's sake. For that reason he is my hero.
di r e ct o r's bi o g r a p h y a n d fi lm o g r a p h y

Efrat Corem was born and raised in Ashkelon, Southern Israel.
She is a B.F.A graduate in Cinema and Television studies at Sapir
College. Her graduate student film, “Your younger daughter Rachel”,
was selected in Cannes 2007 at the Cinéfondation competition.
Since 2009 she is the artistic director of the Cinema South Film Festival
in Sderot Israel, in charge of the Israeli cinema section of the festival.
Her debut film "Ben Zaken" won the first prize development grant in
the Pitch-Point competition of the Jerusalem Film Festival 2013.

From "Ben Zaken" Life with neither short
cuts nor solace
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cast

sa l es + f esti va ls

Ruchi Ben Zaken - Rom Shoshan
Shlomi Ben Zaken - Eliraz Sade
Lion Ben Zaken - Mekikes (Ronen) Amar
Dina Ben Zaken - Chani Elemlch
Ricky - Batel Mashian
Yair - Robby Elmaliah

Patra Spanou
Email: patra.spanou@yahoo.com
Mobile: +49 15201987294
Yorck Straße 22 | 40476 Düsseldorf |
Germany
p r o d u cti o n

crew

Director: Efrat Corem
Writer: Efrat Corem
Cinematographer: Shafir Sarussi
Editor: Nisim Massas
Sound designer: Michael Gorevitch
Fine-cut editor: Lev Goltser
Producer: Itai Tamir
Produced with the help of: Israel Film
Fund, Gesher film fund

Itai Tamir
Laila Films - Production Company
Email: itai@laila-films.com
Mobile: +972 544564144
20 Ben Avigdor street
Tel Aviv, Israel

fi rst p u b li c s c r e e ni n g

8th June 2014 – Cinema South FF, Israel
t e c h ni ca l i n f o rm ati o n

Original Title:  בן זקן/ shot in HD /
available for screenings in DCP /
color American Vista 1:1.85 / 90 min /
PCM Surround 5.1 / original language:
Hebrew with English subtitles / Laila
Films 2014

These characters, with
their jargon and ways of
life rarely appear neither
in Israeli cinema nor in
local culture
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q+a wi t h ef r at c o r em, di r e ct o r o f b e n z a k e n

How do you see the relations between the home and the world outside
in the film?
The film’s internal and exterior spaces resonate with the characters’
feelings toward their own world. Outside, things are big and wide;
like full-shots of a world that seems too large to handle. Things are
different inside the home. The entire house is like a labyrinth that is
a shelter, yet at times also a prison. Therefore, the tension between
the inside and the outside is really an illustration of the characters’
mental landscape.
What was important for you to show and what to conceal, why?
Showing the way the characters operate in their familiar areas –
the house, neighborhood, bed, dinner table, synagogue, etc. – was
imperative. And so was the need to show also how uncomfortable or
alienated they felt in these spaces. As for concealments, I had no desire
to expose the characters at moments when they can be felt by viewers
to succumb to their own self-image. All acts of violence and intimacy
in the film are conveyed in a way that respects the protagonists;
actions are heard but not always seen. This allows viewers to imagine
and question themselves when facing these kinds of situations.

How significant is the Jewish religion for the Ben Zaken family?
Judaism is for the Ben Zaken family almost a physical fact of
life. There are no questions about belief and no religious doubt. It is
simply as it is – a family of traditional Jews, whether devout like Leon,
or whether they just take their religion for granted, like Shlomi and
others. What does play a role in their life is Jewish wisdom, or the
existentialist questions Judaism addresses, such as the one raised by
the Rabbi in the synagogue scene, when he questions the state of the
person entering this world.
The last sentence in the film is spoken by Ruchi, when she and
Shlomi are seated on a bench in a scene that seems breezy and jovial,
especially in relation to the rest of the film. “Look, the wound has
healed,” she tells him and holds his hand. Did you choose to end the
film with healing?
Yes, the ending is the healing of the wound, but of the kind that
will leave a scar. This is also when the issue of parenthood returns –
Shlomi transforms from a Ben Zaken into a father when he distances
his daughter from him. There is an ironic logic in this act for him,
seeing as people tend to perceive good parents as those that keep their
children close by. But Shlomi becomes a father when he moves ››
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‹‹ away from his daughter. He hurts her and leaves a mark on her, one
that is carried throughout life and is perhaps necessary in order to be
a separate subject in the world. The interesting thing here is that she
bites him in the film; she too leaves a mark in him.
What did you emphasize when working with the actors?
Trust and reciprocity were the main things I developed with the
actors; they are partners to the thought process. It was essential they
believe in the film’s world and its characters. They needed to embody
them and bring them to life with a sense of dedication. Other than
that, I insisted on talking and being, as opposed to acting. I wanted
the actors to draw from a sense of humility and tranquility, to really
dig into the text, understand its layers, and from that place to become
a character in the film’s world.
During all this process, is there something that you can say that you
made the film for?
Not making this film wasn’t an option (I tried that, and the result
was bad…) the world that it brings and the characters in it offer another
ways of being in the world, and being in film. It’s tied up entirely with
my perception because these characters, with their jargon and ways of
life rarely appear neither in Israeli cinema nor in local culture unless
as typecasts, which in my opinion is both superficial and damaging.
***
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